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Cross out all the grasshoppers that depend on that grass for food. How many grasshoppers did

2 you cross out? __________
Cross out all the shrews that depend on the lost grasshoppers for food. (Even if only one
3 grasshopper is lost, a shrew won’t have enough food to survive. Cross out that shrew as well.)

N AME ________________________________________________________________________

How many shrews did you cross out? __________

From Grass to Hawk

Cross out the hawk if it depends on the lost shrews for food. (Even if only one shrew is lost, a

4 hawk won’t have enough food to survive.) Did you cross out the hawk? __________
5 Using the other pen, cross out two meters of grass from the other side of the diagram.
Repeat steps 2 to 4. How many grasshoppers did you cross out? __________ How many
6 shrews? __________ Did you cross out the hawk? __________

Animals depend on plants and other animals in their ecosystem
for food. All these organisms are linked to each other in food
chains. If something happens to one part of a food chain, all the
organisms up that chain are affected.

Think & Predict
? Look at the food-chain diagram below. What would happen if half of the grass (6 square

WHAT HAPPENED?

meters) was turned into a parking lot? Would grasshoppers be affected? ____________________

Read your predictions. Which were correct and which were not? __________________________

Would shrews? __________ Would the hawk be affected? _______________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________
According to this food-chain diagram, how much grass does a hawk need to survive?

What would happen if 2 square meters of grass were turned into a sidewalk? Would grasshoppers

_____________________________________________________________________________

be affected? __________ Would shrews? __________ Would the hawk be affected? ___________

Think & Write
Green plants are called producers because they make their own food. All animals are consumers
because they rely on something else for food. Which of the consumers in the food chain are plant
eaters and which are meat eaters? Based on this example, do you think most ecosystems have more
producers or consumers? More plant eaters or meat eaters? Why?
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Think Harder!
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OBSERVE & EXPERIMENT

1

Choose a colored pen. Start at the far left of the grass on the
diagram. Cross out half (six meters) of the grass.

■

1 sq.m.

1 sq.m.

How could the food chain on the previous page be changed into a food web?
What would it look like?

1 sq.m.

You’ll Need

_____________________________________________________________________________

2 different-colored pens
or pencils

_____________________________________________________________________________
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2

Name: ________________________________________________________________________________________

What Makes Me Smile
Draw a picture illustrating your story.

5th Grade Newspaper Checklist for Week #1
Parents: Please place a check in each box after your child completes a
worksheet from the packet and then sign the bottom once the packet
is fully completed. Your child’s homeroom teacher will send you
specific instructions on what you need to do with the completed
checklist. There may be weeks that your child’s homeroom teacher
only has your child do certain pages in the packet.
ELA:
❏ Read and Compare Character Traits Story
❏ Read and Compare Character Traits Worksheet
❏ Making Inferences in a Fictional Text Story
❏ Making Inferences in a Fictional Text Worksheet
❏ Singular Possessive Nouns Worksheet
❏ Plural Possessive Nouns Worksheet
MATH:
❏ Famous Landmarks Multiplication Worksheet
❏ Multiplication 3 digit by 2 digit Worksheet
❏ Secret Code Math Worksheet
❏ The 12 Inch Nose Multiplication Worksheet
SCIENCE:
❏ From Grass to Hawk Worksheet
SOCIAL STUDIES:
❏ George Washington Story
❏ Comprehension-Boosting Crossword Worksheet
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